
Polldaddy (CrowdSignal)
Assessment Behaviorism Quizzes Polls

Crowdsignal, formerly Polldaddy*, is a website that allows you to create, distribute, and interpret the results of
polls, surveys, quizzes, and ratings. Crowdsignal is an easy to use assessment tool that will change the way you
teach for the better; check it out today by clicking here.

*Since Polldaddy was extremely popular, the references to this tool will be kept as “polldaddy.”

An account is required at set up and you can choose from multiple pricing plans. This site is great for creating
quick assessments to be used at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a lesson or class. The quizzes,
polls, and surveys have a variety of question styles and you can quickly and easily view the results to improve
your instruction. You can even share the results to help your students become more self-reflective learners.

CrowdSignal homepage screenshot 
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https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/149
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/503
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/916
https://edtechbooks.org/keyword/917
https://crowdsignal.com/
http://polldaddy.com/


Tool Snapshot
Price Free; Premium: $15/month; Business $45/month; Team $29/user/month

Learning Behaviorism

Ease of Use ★★★★☆

Privacy ★★★☆☆

Accessibility ★★★☆☆

Class Size Unlimited

ISTE*S Empowered Learner

COPPA/FERPA No COPPA/FERPA policy found. Check with your school IT administrator.

Price
There are several account options that range in price. The free Polldaddy account does not cost money, it contains
polldaddy links (self-advertising) in the content and allows you to generate basic reports for polls, quizzes, and surveys.
The premium account costs $180 a year and does not contain polldaddy ads in the polls.  It also allows more advanced
reports to be generated for polls, quizzes, and surveys.

Usability
Polldaddy can be used on multiple devices, including phones, tablets, and computers. You can distribute a poll, quiz, or
survey on a website, via Facebook or Twitter, through email, or by using the iPad App available in the apple store. 

Polldaddy is incredibly intuitive to setup and use. You just choose what type of assessment you want to create, drag
and drop the types of questions in the order you want them and then type in the prompts and answer choices where
appropriate. You can then choose how you wish to share the survey, by link, email, or posting it to a different website.
Getting reports on any of these assessments is also very easy – just go into your dashboard with all of your
assessments, find the assessment you want, and then click on reports. In the reports section you can also view each
participant’s responses, the location and time at which they participated, and how long it took them to complete.

There is also a very comprehensive help section filled with FAQs, a search button, and video tutorials.  If you need to get
in touch directly with Polldaddy administrators, you can do so through their contact option on the help page.

Accessibility, Equity, Power & Bias
Because the surveys, quizzes, and polls are created by the individual user, the power and bias likely to be prevalent in
any quiz, poll, or survey is most likely to stem from the user themselves.  The surveys, quizzes, polls can be written in a
variety of different languages including those that are character-based.

The surveys are navigable by keyboard and can be read by screen readers but according the creators, the site was not
tested on screen readers and so the readability may not be without error.

Privacy
Polldaddy does collect information from the account holder including personal information. Take a closer look at their
privacy policy here.
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https://crowdsignal.com/pricing/
https://www.learning-theories.com/behaviorism.html
https://crowdsignal.com/support/your-privacy/
http://www.iste.org/standards/standards/for-students-2016
https://crowdsignal.com/support/your-privacy/


Polldaddy Overview Video

Watch on YouTube

 Video transcript

Polldaddy & the SAMR Model
Substitution: Instead of giving a paper test or quiz, give it online via Polldaddy.
Augmentation: Use the reports section to more quickly grade responses from your students on questions and
quizzes.
Modification: Use Polldaddy surveys to conduct a pre-course or pre-lesson survey with multidimensional question
and answer formats and even various forms of media. Use the results to guide and improve your instruction.
Redefinition: Use survey, quiz, and poll results to allow students to instantly analyze class results and create
personal learning goals. You can also have students create their own polls, quizzes, and surveys to gather their own
data and answer questions they have developed for a specific lesson or project.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51PasfWWmDk&autoplay=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RNEIighn8OIbFEK6MI1tFPn2vMVfTHTRNDPx90dtOS0/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51PasfWWmDk&autoplay=1


Learning Activities
Aside from the pre-lesson, formative, and summative assessment uses try using Polldaddy in the following lesson
ideas:

Math
Have students come up with something that they are interested in investigating and have students develop surveys
centered around that subject. Use results from surveys that students created to study statistics and present their
findings.

Science
This is a great tool for gathering data about what students think prior to an experiment and helping them to develop a
functional hypothesis from their reasoning.  Polldaddy can also be great for science fairs.  Students requiring data from
large groups of people can develop a poll and distribute it to their friends and family, and then collect and interpret their
results which they will present at the fair.  You could also ask your community to help in doing a population survey of
certain species to study in ecology.  Have students develop a survey and distribute it to students, parents, and teachers
asking them to record how many blue jays, for example, they saw in the past week and where they saw them.

English/Language Arts
Conduct a poll about your students’ favorite character, share the results with the class and discuss what character traits
made them more attractive or likable.  Show a short clip of a longer video and have students vote on what is going to
happen next.  Discuss what information they used in the information provided made them think that was going to
happen.  Or, have them vote on what should happen next and use it to develop their storytelling skills.

History
Make history concepts come alive! Instead of just reading about globalization, conduct a poll developed by the students
and take a look at the results. You could also study the demographics of your class, school, community…who knows.
 This will make history more interesting and relatable to your students and probably do the same for you!
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Resources
PollDaddy Support
PollDaddy Tutorial
Three Ways to Incorporate Formative Assessment into Every Classroom

How to Use Polldaddy
1. Go to https://crowdsignal.com.
2. Click “see plans and pricing.”
3. Choose the type of account you want.
4. Enter your user information, or if you already have a wordpress account click on that option above.
5. Start assessing!

“Polldaddy” [screenshot] retrieved from https://polldaddy.com/
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https://support.polldaddy.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdEqCE9XuJM
http://inservice.ascd.org/three-ways-to-incorporate-formative-assessment-into-every-classroom/
https://crowdsignal.com/


This content is provided to you freely by EdTech Books.

Access it online or download it at https://edtechbooks.org/onlinetools/polldaddy.
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https://edtechbooks.org/onlinetools/polldaddy
https://edtechbooks.org/license/cc_by-nc

